Usually unequal error protection schemes mostly focus on protecting video data parameters with unequal rates or levels depending on their sensitivities to errors. This paper first proposes a novel effective and reliable objective video evaluation model based on fuzzy synthetic judgment. This model highlights a comprehensive evaluation by taking account of multiple properties of the compressed video which affect the whole video sequence, such as quality, fluency and motion information. Secondly, a novel unequal protection scheme is proposed. The protection levels are calculated according to the output of the fuzzy evaluation results. The whole coded video can be transmitted efficiently since the protection is based on the video quality evaluation. Simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the fuzzy objective video quality evaluation model, especially in comprehensive judgment of the whole video, and show the subjective quality improvement obtained by applying the proposed unequal protection approach.
INTRODUCTION
In video communication system, since the parameters of video compression algorithms present different sensitivities to errors and different contributions to overall decoded quality, proper unequal protection methods have been proven to be very promising to resolve this problem. But these methods concentrate on protecting video data corresponding to their sensitivity to errors and their contribution to overall video quality. For instance, unequal error protection method provides different or proportional level of protection, according to different frame types and partitioned data [1] [2] . These are mainly summarized for considering the error sensitivity and propagation of frame data. So do multi-layer video streams. In this paper, we take the video characteristics into account sufficiently, and give a judgment method of the coded video frames so as to provide best unequal protection combined with multiple properties of the compressed video which affect the whole video sequence. First, we give a new effective and reliable objective video evaluation model based on fuzzy synthetic judgment [7] and describe systemically the essential design of the model. Coded video features such as quality, fluency, motion info, frame type and the interval are enrolled in the model as affecting factors. The overall evaluation results of coded frames can be derived from the model, which consist of the weight of protection and error correction capabilities so as to make communication more efficiently.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM 2.1 Video Evaluation Model
Before explaining our design criteria, we build a video evaluation model based on fuzzy synthetic judgment [3] , and give the details as follows. Let 
there is a fuzzy evaluation from fuzzy set U to fuzzy set V . According to extension theorem, given 
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In order to make our proposed model have well compatibility with other video quality evaluation models or standards, model extension is provided by introducing corresponding multiaffecting factors into the fuzzy video evaluation model. For instance, most of the other evaluation methods can be annexed to the fuzzy systematic video evaluation model as multi-affecting factors, such as multi-channel properties of the HVS, perceptual distortion assessment, 3D-WSNR, automatic video quality assessment on the metric, perceptual prefiltering model [4] [5] [6] . According to inductive inference theorem, the reliability of the fuzzy systematic video evaluation model will be enhanced when the relation of these models belongs to implication.
For building multi-affecting factors, the weights vector is written as j A ＝ ( 1 2 , ,..., l a a a ) according to each j U , the evaluation results are deduced from the second fuzzy transform, described as
is still a subset, we can get the final evaluation result B ＝ A R by a recursion method. Therefore, the evaluation model has well capability of compatibility.
Optimizing Model to UEP transmission system
For an efficient transmission of compressed video, the possibility of considering different code rates for the protection of different frames is proposed: different frames are protected according to their different evaluation results using above video evaluation model based on fuzzy synthetic judgment. In this scheme, video features including quality, motion information, interval and sensitivity are involved to build the unequal protection. of PSNR or MSE is that they do not correlate well with subjective quality evaluations. For a fair evaluation of a compressed video sequence, motion information should also be included. The sequences have a strong relativity with one or several preceding images referred. Different prediction modes affect the quality of coded video. Therefore, motion estimation information is taken into account as a factor in this model. 4 R ={ 1 σ , n σ }: the parameters set of quantization. The compression process has a close relationship with the quantization of the transformed coefficients. The quantizer is regarded as the most important component of the video encoder since it controls both the coding efficiency and the quality of reconstructed video sequence. Most video compressing algorithms include many techniques such as flow control, optimal search of motion, etc. which can be adapted simply by these coefficients. The finial quality of compressed video is closely related to the quantization, thus, the reliability of evaluation could be improved when the quantization step size is involved in factor vectors.
5
R ={ 1 c , n c }: the set of frame type. Generally, frame can be divided into three types (i.e., intra, inter predicted and bidirectional frame) in a GOP.
The above five video quality affecting factors are all within 'or' or 'implication' relations each other. According to inductive inference theorem, the reliability of synthetic evaluation results can be enhanced. The variability range of factors value except 1 R is in inverse proportion to the value of judgment result, which is consistent with the tendency of MSE .
As some extreme examples, when weight assignment vector of affecting factor becomes A ＝ ( 1,0,0,0,0 ), the video quality evaluation degenerates to PSNR measurement system which being widely used. When A ＝ ( 0,1,0,0,0 ) or ( 0,0,1,0,0 ), it degenerates to judgment of fluency and wobble of video sequence. As a result, many evaluations in research can be included to the subset of the fuzzy video quality evaluation model.
Due to the limited resource in wireless communication, delivery adequate perceptual quality of video to users is attaching more importance. Previous works on unequal error protection are based mainly on the sensitivity of compressed data. In this paper, the compressed video quality evaluation model provides a perceptual mode decision method which determines different video protection segment levels. The proposed UEP scheme is depicted in Fig 1. The values of each element in fuzzy judgment results compose unequal protection weights, so that the perceptual features of compressed video are optimized resulting from the error control paradigm or other bit rates protected allocation scheme. Therefore, the weighting decision is come out from the output of the fuzzy evaluation results. Evaluation results vectors corresponding to each factor compose the index matrix, which is attributed to the steps according to UEP states. Furthermore, a threshold is provided to adjust the effect degree from the evaluation model. Thus, the whole video sequence is transmitted efficiently since the protection level is based on the video quality evaluation. Given the frame based protection as example, according to each frame in the GOP, the protection is calculated exactly so that the final quality of the overall reconstructed video reaches its maximum.
Furthermore, we provide an extension interface in this method. For instance, it can include the feedback from the following control modules. The application involves error resilience or video transcoding, etc. Besides these, the extension is not limited to feedback but the forward rate allocation such as the rate allocation in source coding. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The test video sequence is 400 frames `foreman' that was coded in QCIF format (176 x pixels/frame) at a temporal resolution of 30 (or 10) frames/s (fps) by the H.264 video coding standard in IPBP mode. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the results by video evaluation model based on fuzzy judgment. It is encoded with a standard h.264 codec in IPBP mode. The frame rate of foreman sequence is 30fps in Fig. 2 , while contrastive video frequency is 30fps in Fig.  3 . The quality values of 10fps segment have not been obviously affected by the varieties of PSNR (MSE), but the systematic evaluation results are not as good as the ones of 30Hz due to increasing in both sampling interval and mobility which lead to worse fluency and wobble. Fig 4 shows the evaluation results for 'claire' sequence, which is a low motion video sequence with moderate contrast and noise and a uniform background. It is clear that the results are consistent with the judgments of subjective DSCQS (Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale). These results demonstrate the advantages the proposed objective video quality evaluation model based on fuzzy synthetic judgment, especially for the integrative video judgment.
Next, the sequence is protected according to the level provided by the proposed evaluation model, which is compared to the traditional proportional frame protection. Data partition is not introduced in the test due to serious error propagation, instead, frame copy technique is used to conceal the lost frames. It is because error propagation and concealment method affect the final video quality, so in this simulation, we just provide the affecting results of perceptual decision mode. For intensive study and experimentation on the relationship with error propagation, we will give in next research. The effectiveness of the two protection methods is measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Video Quality Metric (VQM) software [8]. It shows that our proposed schemes provide better perceived quality of the whole video sequence, even if the frame lose rate is close to 50% . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first develop an effective and systematic method for assessing the quality of compressed video by introducing multiple video affecting features into our model. Then, a novel unequal protection scheme is proposed based on the model. Both of the two methods have good compatibility with other models or algorithms. Simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the fuzzy objective video quality evaluation model, especially in comprehensive judgment of the whole video. The experimental results of the proposed unequal protection scheme based on the model also demonstrate the effectiveness for efficient transmission of compressed video, even in adverse environment with high frame loss rate.
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